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< br / > since the beginning of 2012 and vans syndicate the first wave of cooperation projects, the popular rap singer Taylor, the
creator and vans knot indissoluble bond, overwhelmed by the two together again to bring new golf Wang x Vans 2015 old skool joint
series. The new series of bring a total of quad different color, design respectively with dazzling yellow, pink, blue and orange tone and
match sideways on the color grid lines and hit the mosaic color design, for the old skool this classic shoes injected more vitality, will
also be respected Golf Wang Street head playful nature show incisively and vividly. As for the tongue of the "GOLF" embroidered
logo design, is a symbol of the special identity of this shoe. It is reported that the new Wang x Vans Old Skool Golf joint series will be
officially landed in the brand in August 29th designated retailers, please look forward to! (Editor: YOYO)
Adidas originals season build-up five star Hyun, Eason Chan, Fan Bingbing, Edison Chen and Tsai, the common interpretation of the
summer 2015 superstar series of the latest design. The brand continue to play street grandiose design and the zebra, military style
camouflage printed and hit the color collocation into the traditional sports suit type, bring T-shirt, one-piece dress, short sleeved shirt,
sports jacket and trousers, a rich single productas for shoes will be this season's flagship all tag printing implanted classic "three line"
logo and the use of wave, snake and solid color, such as different material collocation, this summer provide diversified shoes match.
As for the new design of Slip-On Superstar, not only for the classic injection of fresh blood, but also continue to highlight the
Originals's original spirit and creative thinking. The new Originals Adidas 2015 summer Superstar series has now landed the brand
designated stores, the pursuit of personalized friends must not be missed!
Future 
Odd the American popular rap group, but also a love of its street culture, and the creation of street brand Wang Golf. With the well-
known brand vans is also an old friend, and this time they have jointly launched the Wang x Vans SyndiCATe Golf 2014 Old Skool
Pro S series. This series of 3 models, respectively, blue, green and color rendering. The high quality suede shoes making, its sole is
used to hit the pink color, contrast. This time the shoes will be available at the beginning of the 19 official stores in the sale, the
interest of friends may wish to pay more attention to. 
/>
[Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] "Kang Shuai Bo" instant noodles "Japanese cat" detergent, "Sheryl" soda ...... export these
"knockoff" increasingly rampant. Recently, on Dapeng Customs seized more than 6400 pairs of "cottage" NIKE shoes. 
yesterday, a company in Shenzhen Dapeng Customs general trade export declaration to 37,800 pairs of leather shoes, the
destination country is Saudi Arabia. Customs officers found a similar identification process "NIKE" trademark logo on the part of the
shoe, the flag that looks like NIKE hook, but a closer look will find it more than a hook above the projections, so quickly contacted
Customs rights holders. 
confirmation by the right people, the goods to have 6410 pairs of shoes belonging to infringing goods. 
cottage "high imitation" products 
muddle 
It is understood that the case of trademark infringing goods and protected trademark look similar but not exactly the same, and
therefore to increase the difficulty of the work to identify the infringement, little attention it is easy to let the goods under false
pretenses. 
Dapeng Customs staff, told reporters: "In the past the majority of Customs seized infringing goods are counterfeit trademarks and
trademarks protected by exactly the same 'high imitation' products, like ' knockoff 'relatively rare, although there are some difficulties
made up check, but Customs will still do our best to make the infringing goods hiding sad day' sea '. "
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] After eight years ago was acquired by the German sports brand Adidas, Reebok brand
reputation began to decline, and now, which in turn help of top health experts group re-design products in order to revive the
reputation. 
sports shoes and apparel brands Adidas and gradually won the favor of sports enthusiasts, and plans to rely on the support to catch
up with already more than its rivals, such as the amount of the global market leader Nike. 
former triathlete Steve? Andrew Cliff (Steve Antcliff) in the German city of Frankfurt runs a gymnasium, provides a comprehensive
fitness classes, while he was providing training Reebok clothing and training shoes. ? Steve Andrew Cliff said: & quotReebok has
gone through a difficult period, but now they produce shoes and sports equipment are very good. & Quotcomprehensive fitness
program includes squats, weightlifting and rope climbing equipment needed for these programs comes from the United States
imports, it has attracted a lot of fans in Europe. 
Adidas spent $ 3.8 billion in 2005 will be in the bag Reebok, Adidas hopes to expand in the US market at the same time revitalize
the Reebok. The United States is the world's largest sports equipment market, with sales up to $ 80 billion. 
After the purchase of Reebok, Adidas's sales in the United States immediately doubled over Reebok basketball and baseball
business also makes Adidas fame in the United States. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partner: Apparel Network global fashion brand network.)
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Fury 
Pumpone of the classic models of Reebok, but also the author feels that the most tide of a pair of sneaker, and it has an alias is very
interesting, it is up to the foot, quite the image! But speaking of this shoes, not hot in the mainland, in recent years has a resurgence
of retro trend, this affirmation is little not Japanese friends in adding fuel to the flames, like atmos, Mita sneakers, and whiz, a well-
known Japanese businesses and launched a joint work, and the upcoming release of Heroes series is a City hot words. 
< p > but, in addition to hero series, Reebok recently announced a pair of new version, to digital camouflage as a selling point, and
inside with a slightly fluorescent green embellishment, although there's no joint version of outstanding, but the overall design also
considered quite satisfactory, has on brand specified store shelves, like friends may wish to went to see. 
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